
TRADESBYMATT  
CASE STUDY
Social channels are constantly evolving, and the best 
marketers know that it pays to keep up with the latest 
trends. This case study will cover how one of our
affiliates went from joining our program to being our top 
affiliate in just three short months by utilizing new  
social channels and promotional methods.
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YouTube
TradesByMatt joined our affiliate program in
March 2020 and quickly began creating YouTube
videos of his experiences in the Topstep Trading
Combine™. Not long after that, he started live
streaming on YouTube so his audience could see
his trades in real-time.
 
Daily live streams not only assist him in finding
like-minded people interested in trading but also
help him have a strong and trusting relationship
with those that watch his streams every morning
when the markets open. It also helps him with
accountability while making his own trades!



Twitter
Matt doesn’t limit himself to just live streams, he also advertises 
heavily on his other social channels. He uses social media-friendly 
links and has them pinned to the top of his Twitter feed so they 
can be easily accessed.
 
Notice that he doesn’t limit his promotions to just the Futures 
Trading Combine, he also mentions Forex and Swing, so he’s able 
to reach out to a larger audience
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He also makes sure to constantly promote any  
promotions we have going, and also works it into his 
stream information.
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Instagram
He asks for feedback from his audience about what 
they want to see so he has a better idea of what 
promotion will get the most engagement. He easily 
displays where his 20% links can be found by visiting 
his main website.
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Discord
Matt took it even further by starting a Discord chat to better communicate 
with his audience, as well as allowing those who just like to watch the chat 
to be more involved in the community he has created.
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CONTACT
If you want to find similar success to Matt, contact affiliates@topstep.com


